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BMS – Concerto partnership overview
Creating first-in-kind data and AI platforming capabilities with cutting-edge analytics to advance the BMS portfolio 

1. Open and transparent communication 

2. Mutual trust

3. Shared commitment to accountability 

4. Collaborative development of products 
through partnership

5. Commitment by and engagement of end-
users and working teams

6. Shared learning and mid-course correction, 
based on a mutual build atmosphere

7. Fully-empowered decision making at 
lowest possible level

8. Open and collaborative issue escalation 
and resolution through governance

• EMR enhanced regulatory-grade data 
• First-in-class linked claims and PRO data

Data

• License Eureka platform
• Build and utilize special AI algorithms

Platforms

• Special projects (AI/ML, HEOR, Clin Dev)
• BMS-dedicated FSP team

Special projects and Analytics 

Partnering Opportunities
• EMR to EDC
• PRO expansion
• RWE site network formation

Partnership Guiding Principles



Challenges during execution 
(e.g., poorly managed conflict between 

partners) got in our way

Deal terms and conditions were flawed

Partnering was the wrong strategic choice

We did not choose the best possible 
partner for us 

N = 136
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External factors outside of any partner’s 
control got in our way

Percentage of Respondents
Note: Pharma/Biotech is the only industry for which external factors contributed more to 
failure than any causes which are within a company’s control. This finding is unsurprising 

given Pharma/Biotech participants make greatest use of R&D alliances, which are 
inherently prone to scientific and technical failure and face rigorous regulatory approvals.

Causes of biopharma alliance failure
In a 2015 survey of over 144 biopharma companies, Vantage asked, “In your experience, 
when a partnership fails to fully meet its objectives, what is the most frequent cause?”

■■Within one or both partners’ control

■ Not within any partner’s control
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Challenges during 
execution are the most 

frequent cause of alliance 
failure within one or both 

partners’ control
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Alliance execution: mapping the most frequent and problematic challenges

Source: 2015 Vantage Partners benchmarking study comprising 144 biopharma companies
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The most frequent challenges The most problematic challenges

NEARLY ALWAYS

Incentive structures do not reward 
collaborative behaviors

Insufficient attention is paid to an 
effective alliance launch process

Each partner has its own set of metrics by 
which the alliance is evaluated

People working on alliances lack 
insight into partners’ objectives

Decision-making roles and processes are 
only as clear as what is in the agreement

Leaders do not set clear expectations of 
collaboration or hold people accountable

People negotiate and resolve conflicts 
by taking company positions

Turnover, budgets and changing priorities 
draw resource away from alliances

Changes in strategic priorities are not openly 
discussed or proactively managed

No one is held accountable for directly 
managing and watching for change

People working on alliances lack 
insight into partners' objectives

Leaders do not set clear expectations of 
collaboration or hold people accountable

Turnover, budgets and changing priorities 
draw resource away from alliances

Alliance Managers lack mediation, facilitation, 
and advanced collaboration skills

Leaders do not model effective 
communication and problem solving

Insufficient attention is paid to an 
effective alliance launch process

Avg. respondent 
rating
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Key BMS-Concerto collaboration challenges

“Build” vs. “Buy”

◼ Building a contractual agreement around nascent, evolving Concerto capabilities.

◼ Creating and evolving an aligned joint vision and roadmap to match constantly changing business priorities.

◼ Co-creating new capabilities – tailoring to BMS needs while also ensuring Concerto’s broader commercial success.

◼ Managing high expectations with BMS stakeholders, who have more experience with vendor / “buy” partners.

◼ Investing in and ensuring active alliance and strategic program management (managing milestones; ensuring challenges 
are dealt with) – through BMS central digital / data science function, not traditional AM or Procurement. 

◼ Measuring success: Creating new metrics; balancing short-term and long-term value.

◼ Culture: Big Pharma versus Startup.

◼ Size: Thousands of employees versus a few hundred.

◼ Focus: Life Sciences versus Big Data & Technology.

Non-traditional 
partnership: complex 

and based on data/ 
technology, not assets

Organizational 
differences

Global expansion ◼ Developing ex-US capabilities & structure – learning from US while tailoring to local needs, complexities, and requirements.

◼ Pharma industry is transforming – future of R&D is unclear; huge pressure to succeed and demonstrate value.

◼ Organizational change – BMS is engaged in M&A – specifically Celgene; at the same time, Concerto is scaling its business.

Complex business 
environment



Audience Q&A


